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CHAPTER 13 - PHENOMENA
11.5 OTHER PHENOMENA
1128 A Little about Dowsing
Dowsing is the faculty some people possess of finding underground water,
minerals, or precious stones by the use of what is called a dowsing or divining
rod—frequently a forked (roughly Y-shaped) stick, often of birch.
The dowser works by holding the two forks of the stick, one fork in each
hand, while walking, the stick sometimes twisting strongly downward when it is
above what is sought. The action of the rod is almost always automatic, quite
independent of the dowser’s will, indicating that some degree of mediumship or
psychic sensitivity is required.
This is confirmed by the fact that while some people using a dowsing rod by
themselves will find it does not respond even if what they seek is present, it will
often work for them when a successful dowser places his or her hands on their
shoulders or on their hands holding the rod.
The dowser’s spirit companions play an important part in the work,
manipulating the dowsing rod by means of protectively-sheathed ectoplasm.
Another point worth noting. By The Law of Attraction, the spirit helpers of
the farmer (for example) will include some who recognize farm needs, of which
water it often a major one, and who try to help secure those needs in one way or
another.
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